
 

 

 
Job Title: PHP Symfony Developer 
Reports To: Technical Director 

 

Summary and Main Purpose: 

Bytron Aviation Systems are looking for a Senior Software Developer to join the aviation software development 
team.  We are specialists in developing cutting edge flight data management systems for the aviation industry which 
are marketed on a global scale. 

This is a fantastic opportunity for an individual to join our team at an exciting time as we bring new products to 
market and expand. 

 

So, what will you be doing? 

You will be working within the aviation software development team and will be involved in the 
development of our flagship software solutions. Specific duties include: 

 Working on our web applications using PHP (we use Symfony as a framework so knowledge of this 
would be an advantage). 

 You will be responsible for the backend development between our web servers and Oracle 
databases, providing API feeds for the frontend developers to use within the front-end applications. 

 It would be an advantage to have front-end skills such as Javascript, HTML5, CSS3 as you may also 
be required to help the front-end developers when needed. 

 Being creative any coming up with new ways to enhance our products using the latest technologies 
including those provided by Amazon AWS 

The candidate would need to be highly driven in the following areas; 

 Provide accurate estimates with regards to work and work to a schedule. 

 Maintain a high level of awareness of the industry and trends, particularly regarding development. 

 Keep abreast of usability standards and emerging technologies. 

 Be a team player and keep team members informed as appropriate. 



 

 

 Work hard to keep Bytron’s software ahead of our competitors, positioning yourself and the company as 

specialists in aviation software. 

Experience, Skills and Knowledge:   

 Good communication skills, oral and written  

 Ability to work well under pressure and to tight deadlines  

 Must have meticulous attention to detail 

 Excellent coding skills and good understanding of the necessities of cross-browser production  

 An appreciation of the benefits of CI, BDD and TDD 

 Experience integrating with server-side code to produce dynamic functionality e.g. PHP, Symfony 

 An appreciation of Technical Debt and Code Quality  

 

Qualities:   

 Self-motivated and hard worker   

 Ability to receive feedback and constructive criticism positively   

 Putting the customer first and using quality as a prime driver of outcomes   

 Desire and willingness to learn   

 A team player  

 A passion for Aviation 

 

Location: 

Our Headquarters are situated one mile from Humberside Airport in the small quiet village of Kirmington.  We are 

surrounded by the picturesque Lincolnshire countryside idea for a lunchtime walk.  The local pub and St Helana’s 

Church are a couple of minutes away; offering a great place to relax and think-up the next innovative feature we can 

add to our aviation suite of products. 

 

  



 

 

Additional Benefits: 

 Free Parking - loads of space in private car park outside our office building 

 We have a spacious building with a kitchen area and 'chill zone' - we're also converting a big room into a 

'games room', so we'll have LED screen with a console, sofa, pool table, darts board etc. - this will be finished 

in around 6 weeks time 

 We offer bonuses based on productivity 

 Flexible time 

 Can work from home occasionally 

 We all use state of the art technology and gadgets 

 

How to apply: 
 

If you are passionate about what you want to achieve and you are highly experienced in any of the advertised 

vacancies, then please contact us at jobs@bytron.aero. Please include a covering letter explaining why we should 

consider employing you, along with a cv and a case study of the most recent technical project you have worked on. 

No recruitment agencies as we have exclusive arrangements in place with existing suppliers 
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